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ABSTRACT
One of the consequences of rapid urbanization in recent decades is the emergence of the
high-rise building phenomenon. Reviewing issues in high-rise buildings have a lot of
negative and positive aspects in urban areas, today. One of these important aspects is
the effect of high buildings on urban appearance and landscape. While identifying
different aspects of high building effect on urban appearance and landscape, in this
paper, particularly effect of high buildings on urban landscape legibility is emphasized;
the main objective of this study is those aspects of high buildings that make urban space
Legible; so by defining criteria and sub-criteria of high buildings legibility, these
criteria are addressed in Sajad avenue in Mashhad city in terms of three sequences.
Research methodology in this study is descriptive - analytical method and objective
observations and questionnaire method was used to gather information for each
sequence. Then SPSS software is used to analyze the data obtained from questionnaires.
Results of reviews conducted in Sajjad axis of Mashhad city show that three aspects of
function, sight and meaningfulness of high buildings has influenced on urban
environment legibility and each aspect, in turn, play an important role in citizen
perception from urban space.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, in most large metropolitan cities the development of high-rise buildings is evident and left a lot of
positive and negative effects. Widespread effect of these buildings on today cities space and landscape is
undeniable, so that high building are criticized and reviewed by experts. In the meantime, one of the major
aspects of influencing building high- impact is its impact on city landscape and appearance because the
construction of these buildings in different cities causes increase or decrease of urban landscape and appearance.
[1]
City landscape is all urban space and body aspects and its environment in different scales that is seen by an
individual. City view is a reality that is available and it is seen without any subjectivity. There is a consideration
of city view as an emerging thing that generally formed in the interaction between humans, environment and
more clear between obvious and framework characteristics of the environment on the one hand and patterns,
cultural symbols and subjective abilities of viewer, on the other hand.
The origin of high building entrance to the cities landscape can be seen in past centuries and in different
civilizations. The origin of this attention is mainly political and religious root; making buildings like ancient
temples, churches and mosques that act as high single-building and with high strength, dominance and
sovereignty over the surrounding urban space is a witness to this claim. Based on theories of historians, the first
high-rise residential buildings are related to ancient Rome in the third century BC, and gradually the height of
buildings was increase as the population were added [2]. High making as its today form was emerged in last
decades of nineteen century in western countries and from that time till now it was established as a one
dominance form in worldwide urbanization and architecture scene. Also, in Iran tall building is used more than
half a century, especially in the big cities and large towns. In recent decades, this topic was more affected by the
functional needs and generally with residential uses.
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Statement of Problem:
Urban landscape with its various aspects of structural, functional and semantic has a particular situation and
importance in urban visual organization and quality of urban spaces. Regarding landscape as a basic and
necessary (but not sufficient) for the reading of city text will be necessary in order to answer some of the urban
and citizenship issues. Therefore, the reason of urban landscape importance is that it reveal the whole city as a
“text" and provide the possibility of "reading" this text through pathology. It also contains elements that its
visual clarity and legibility can be reviewed, because having a clear picture of the environment plays an
important role in creating a sense of security, gaining more experience and more ability for movement in the
environment.
High-rise buildings in modern cities have always been one of the influential things in cities landscape and
from now on it has a lot of positive and negative consequences. One of these consequences is the effect of tall
buildings on the legibility of their surroundings. In fact, tall buildings had a visual capability from surrounding
environment because of their special feature and because of that they can have a symbol role in city or section
different scales.
Making tall buildings with different uses in Mashhad city was also widespread from the beginning of 70s
with making tall building with hotel and residential apartment uses including making high apartment complex of
“600 Buildings”. After revolution making these buildings were continued that “ZistKahvar” complex with 18
stories including residential and business units and making residential units in towns and city developmental
areas could be referred. Today, this trend is growing strongly in Mashhad. Among those areas that high-rise
construction has spread dramatically is Sajjad axis in Mashhad city that is the sample of this study.
As it was mentioned one of aspects of these buildings effect on the urban landscape is in making its
surroundings legible. Hence, it seems necessary to study the effect of high buildings on city landscape legibility
due to their high influencing in city properties. Identifying these aspects can help decision makers in order to
strengthen positive aspects and also removing negative aspects. This paper aims to review the effects of high
buildings on urban environment legibility as the most important qualities of urban landscape and also to identify
components that cause reading reinforcement of one axis in a tall building.
Theoretical Foundations:
Due to the topic and keywords, at first, in this paper urban view and landscape concept will be addressed
and then legibility will be defined as influencing components on urban landscape from different theorists’ point
of view and after that legibility effect on urban view will be reviewed. Then landmark definition as an effective
factor on urban view legibility according to Kevin Linch will be considered and after recognizing its features,
tall building is defined as one of urban symbols. Then tall building situation is reviewed on urban view and the
effect of measures and sub-measures of tall building on urban view is collected from environment legibility
aspect.
The concept of urban landscape and view:
Although the term "urban landscape" like urbanization is the old concept that from long time ago with the
advent and development of cities have always existed in nature, but as technical terms in the late nineteenth
century was raised with design and activities of "FeredriklaUlmsted" father of landscape architecture in relation
to American cities. Urban landscape concepts for the first time was coined by "Gordon Kalen", according to his
definition, urban landscape is "the art of integrating visual and structural of buildings, streets and places that
make the urban environment." (Tabibian quoted from Kalen,2003) Kalen believes that every person idea about
urban landscape in under influence of visual sense, place sense and environment content in which an individual
is placed [13]. Urban landscape is the citizen perception from the city that is occurred because of understanding
its symbols (urban framework aspects) and association of meanings related to them (mental and memory
aspects). Three goals of the urban landscape: 1. Aesthetic 2. Cultural- identity, and 3.Functional [13]
Behzadfar in "Glossary of Urban Design Concepts" discussed about urban landscape in terms of three
sections of framework factors, non-framework aspects and human activities. [3]
"Kevin Lynch" considers three factors of administrative, physical and functional important in the urban
landscape and "Bentley & Associates” have examined urban landscape in three dimensions: 1.Visually
2.Performance and behavior 3. Meaning [19]
Due to a review that was done for some common literature in context of urban landscape, urban landscape
nature could be defined as: urban view is a part of urban shape that its observer will obtain. In other words, the
city form will turn into perceptible direct quality in urban landscape layer. It means urban landscape is our
understandable objective and space from our environment urban reality.
Concept of Legibility:
In 1960, Lynch created modern opinions with urban landscape and view values. His first studies lead to
imagination i.e. interaction effect of people perception and framework form of this shape. Actually he considers
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that aspect of visual features that affect subjective perception. Legibility is the most important objectives of
architecture and quality of urban view that can influence on how easily people understand opportunities and
situations that environment give them. The following table collects and provides definitions and views of
experts on the issue of legibility:
Table 1: legibility concept from theorists (author)
Theorist
Year
Legibility concept
Kevin Lynch
1960
From his point of view, legibility is a concept
that through which urban components are
identifiable and they can be integrated in a
framework in mind
Francis
Nebialdez

1992

Legible environment is an environment that is
easily understandable and could be read as a
book.

Bently et.al,

1980

Based on this group idea, legibility is a quality
that makes a place understandable. Based on this
theory, legibility is important in two levels:
1- Framework form
2- Activity patterns

Ventorie

1981

A city has legibility quality that required
facilities and desired place could be detectable
from existence landmarks.

Edmond
Beiken

1985

Mahmoud
Tavasolie

1992

He talks about space cohesion between urban
components. Due to his opinions, legibility
could be defined as: whenever space cohesion
and integration was existed among city
components, environment perception will be
easier for people and this will create legibility in
city context.
When a person knows space then he understands
the environment better and his surrounding will
be clear and Legible. In other words, space
awareness and perception are foundations of
legibility in urban environment.

Definition components
It reviews, at first, urban landscape and view and
imagination concept studies interaction effect of
framework form and people perception then it defines
legibility influencing components i.e. route, edge,
node, section and landmark
In order to achieve legibility, perception is the most
important component.
Strengthening landmarks is very important in
increasing legibility.
Using potential components like topography is
important in increasing legibility quality
Index components of this group are the same as
Lynch (route, edge, node, section, landmark). Also,
this group talk about framework forms and activity
patterns of a place and believe that for potential using
of a place, activity patterns and framework forms
should complete each other.
His landmarks are really objective and quantity
symbols that are measurable.
Speed factor is involved in space perception.
For achieving legibility, variables like space, symbol,
speed and scale should be combined.
It states the concept of integration and space
cohesion.
Fully integration of designer with urban environment
(for recognizing environment)

In this viewpoint of space perceptions, space
awareness and cohesion and integration among urban
environment components are called legibility
components. Landmarks existence in city is
emphasized.

In order to achieve legibility importance perception in urban view, before anything, we state features of a
Legible city. Good urban environments are Legible that is easily understandable and that means that people –
walking or driving- can easily recognize that where they are, how urban space arrangement is and where they
need to go for places, facilities and different possibilities. [12]
Reviewing legibility effect on urban view:
View of a city will change in order to achieve legibility quality that these changes will be called as legibility
effects in urban view. Now we state some of these effects that are obtained as a result of legibility in urban view.
In a legible city, new constructions have legibility quality. This feature affect on urban view by creating
sequence spaces associated, some signs of sky line, gathering some of land uses and the use of macro- and
micro- scales. [23]
Using buildings that have memorable view increase not only legibility but also is effective in landscape and
consequently environment view. When we use potential possibilities of a city in order to make it Legible and
clear, we take step to increase people subjective imagination from surrounding environment. And thereby we
enhance the environment view. View and landscape resulted from buildings and index and memorable
components are important factors in recognizing directions especially for newcomers. Also, these elements are
very important in shaping people's mental picture from every place and what remains in memory. Most cities in
urban environment have valuable buildings or topographical elements that can create interesting view and
landscape. Paying attention to these elements that are visible from main routes of pedestrian and automobiles
causes developments in urban view that in addition to enhancing legibility in people subjective picture, it is very
effective toward that place. Also legibility causes a person easily create vivid mental images in his/her mind.
Such urban landscape is sharp, clear and good in person mind. Thus we can say that legibility is not only
effective in orientation and finding location but also spatial coherence in creating mental picture causes clear
view of the city. [23]
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Definition of urban landmark:
Urban landmark is a part of the environment that is visible to the observer and helps him to determine the
position of the other components of the environment, and other places [18]. In another definition, Marteen et.al,
also defined urban landmark as an element or a group of identical elements that can separate itself from a visual
field with repeated details [16]. But what is stated in all definitions about urban landmarks seems identical that
all of them know urban landmarks as elements, building or a part of building that landmark a place and used as a
reference point. This concept shows the requirement of prominence or distinction in a place or a landscape for
being landmark.
Among the features of the urban landmark include:
1- Its performance is important.
2- It has the ability to be seen from multiple horizons in city (the more a building is single, large, face and
dominant, the more it will be distinct and has more capability to be a symbol)
3- It has good and easy access
Landmarks have an important place in the legibility and visibility of urban spaces that Lynch considers their
main character as "unbeatable" and believes that landmarks are factors that can lead to formation of memories in
the minds and insists that if landmarks are clear forms, are opposite to their field, and their location is dominant
on their surroundings, then they will be recognize more easily [12]
Urban landmarks meet multiple objectives in routing. Galej believes that urban landmarks could serve as a
policy for organizing space or as a guiding tool:
- Urban landmarks as an organized policy.
- Urban landmarks as a guiding tool
- Emphasis on hierarchy of places
- Creating skyline [7].
There are two categories of urban landmarks in physical environment: natural landmarks, artifact landmarks

Diagram 1: Urban landmarks kinds.
Concept of tall building and its variants:
When it is talked about tall building it seems that all people have identical imaginations from them, while it
is not the case and there are different opinions related to tall building definition not only among public but also
among experts, for example, city planners and designers define tall building as building of 10 floors and more.
[20]
The main problem of defining high-rise buildings in urban landscape viewpoint is that this definition does
not have necessary flexibility. Because "tall building" has a relative concept that, in addition to its height, other
factors should be considered. For this reason, the definition of tall buildings related to urban problems could be
a combination of qualitative and quantitative variables. For example, in some parts of England, tall buildings are
defined based on the height, impact on the environment or major influence on the sky line. If a building has one
of these conditions, it is a high-rise building. For example, with this condition a building with an average height
can be subject to high-rise criteria based on influencing skyline or surroundings. [14]
High-rise buildings are different that could be categorized based on different uses (residential, commercial,
administrative, etc), scale and size (slim, tall, large, stretched, etc), dispersion (single, cluster) and density (low,
high, etc). [6]
Position of tall buildings in an urban landscape:
Although urban landscape is people perception from the city but this will be done by several elements that
if these elements are more exclusive then individual perception from urban environment landscape will be
clearer and better. Tall buildings have always been one of the factors influencing the urban landscape that some
of these effects have been classified in the following table:
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Table 2: Tall building effect on urban landscape [8]
Positive points
- Enhancing environment legibility through generating subjective
image
- Allowing navigation in urban environment
- Enhancing the visual quality of urban landscape
- Enhancing landmark quality of this type of buildings in the
urban landscape
- Possibility to upgrade Identity

Negative points
- Fracturing sky line
- The possibility of urban views being blinded by tall buildings
- Creating visual anomaly in the surroundings
- Creating sub- region and vast shadows

High-rise buildings as index and high visibility can be stated as symbol elements and on the other side it cut
visibility from urban landmarks and will be against them. Therefore, tall buildings, in case of correct topology,
make direction and place feeling deep in urban dwells and they could be used as a factor in urban recognition
and in different parts of that. [5]. In fact it could be stated that tall buildings has a double effect on city in terms
of landmark so that if they deploy correctly, they will play their role as a symbol at best. And in case of
incorrect use, it will reduce urban symbols. In addition to the location of the building, and according to
definitions provided by Bentley for urban landscape, the overall impact of tall buildings in the urban landscape
can be divided into the following categories:

Fig. 2: Tall buildings effective aspects in urban landscape (author).
Performance aspect of urban landscape in relation to tall building:
Lynch believes that if public buildings which cause more communication among people have Legible and
clear view, they will attract people attention and finally they will be used more, otherwise they will not attract
attention. Hence performance of this type of buildings is important in urban landscape. If this potential is used
correctly, it can be expected that character of a city will enhance. [6]Among important things in tall buildings is
an attention to the use of this building due to their landmark character in the city. These uses can be in direction
of delivering private or public services depending on how city care about landmark points and allow to what
being as a turning point. For example, cultural functions for tall buildings can encourage people to interact with
cultural environments and commercial function can show commercial importance of a district [8]. In fact,
recognizing these different functions can help people to understand space and its legibility.
Semantic aspect of urban landscape in relation to tall building:
The urban landscape and its dominance identity are cause and effect of each other; urban landscape is
among effective factors of its dominance identity and urban identity is important in how its landscape will be
addressed; thus, how to design and productivity of urban collective spaces depend on its dominance identity and
this is effective in terms of reviewing and quality improvement of urban landscape [4]. Tall buildings as urban
landmarks can have special meaning in the city. For example, if a mosque is an index building in a city, it will
be clear that this city belongs to Muslims and if tall buildings as commercial buildings are indexes, it will be
clear that that city has economic importance. Accordingly connotations of tall buildings in a city are important
because it is introduced by the character of a city. Further to this discussion, symbols and indicators are also
important in creating tall buildings as index points, because people should be able to make a communication
with these landmarks and symbols as urban landmark. [8]
Urban landscape visual aspect in relation to tall building:
Intuitive understanding of the urban environment is a product of perception and recognition. It is something
that encourages people to understand, interpret and make judgments about environment. Such information has
influenced by environment more than feeling of people [15]. Cremona believes that city form and its appearance
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should satisfy a huge range of people who experience it. Also, Kaplan mentioned people environment preferred
framework that include: integration, legibility, complexity and coding as information qualities of environments
that help people preference for framework environments. Indeed, understanding the aesthetics of the urban
environment is mainly visual and depends on aesthetic. Some states aesthetic in built environment in both
aspects of form and symbolic. According to this theory, what is related to environment geometry structure and
issues such as the role and influence of shapes, proportions, rhythm, etc, include the aesthetic form aspect and
what makes people understand the meanings of the environment, will be examined in symbolic aesthetic
dimension [10]. Of course, in this part, meaning of tall building framework aspect is not only form of this kind
of building, but it is the effect of this building in urban landscape.
Evaluation criteria of tall buildings impact on the legibility:
According to the proposed theoretical basics, effective aspects of tall buildings are reviewed in the urban
landscape and they are categorized in three general categories of functional, visual and semantic. Putting
together, legibility indexes in urban landscape are also including the same general indexes. Therefore, tall
buildings effective aspects in urban landscape legibility could be categorized as measures and sub- measures in
following table:
Table 3: Measures and sub- measures of tall building impact on urban landscape with an emphasis on legibility (author)
Sub- measures with an emphasis on legibility aspect
Tall buildings effect measures on urban landscape
Identity
Semantic
Place sense
Mental image
Use and activity
Functional- behavioral
Behavior patterns
Place of deployment
Skyline
visual
Design style (building form)
Façade material color
Human sacale

Research Methodology:
Research method in this study is descriptive- analytic. This paper with a comprehensive look investigates
the impact of tall building at urban landscape and role of tall buildings in urban environments legibility.
Documents- desk method was used to collect theoretical data and in addition to field observance, theoretical
observations and photographing, questionnaire has been used to analyze case sample of study. Then SPSS
software is used for statistical data analysis of the questionnaires.

Drawing 1: place of west-middle area of Sajjad

Drawing 2: location Street in Mashhad city
city west middle area
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Identification of study area:
City of Mashhad is located in Iran's northeastern and is the capital of Khorasan Razavi province. This city is
second largest city with a population of 2,766,258, and the most populous city in Iran after Tehran. Mashhad,
due to the presence of Imam Reza (AS), annually welcomes more than 20 million pilgrims from within and
outside the country and it is named the Iranian intellectual capital. Today, this city face with increasing high-rise
making in its different areas; indeed high- rise making in Mashhad resulted from high demand and also
economy of building tall buildings than villa and low- density units. Sajjad Street in Mashhad is also one of
areas that growth of its tall buildings is considerable (this axis is located in middle-west area of Mashhad city).
Due to commercial dominance role and numerous commercial complexes, this street is always one of most
prominent and with high traffic of axes in Mashhad city and has an especial place in Mashhad city skeleton. In
margin of this street, the numbers of floors of buildings are four in average and context of this chess area is
regular. In following map, Sajjad Street location was shown in Mashhad city in terms of location situation. This
axis leads to Khayyam Street from one side and to Azadi highway on the other side.

Scale sajjadst
1:2000

Kh
ay
am
st

Drawing 3: Sajjad axis land use.

sajjadst

Drawing 4: Floor numbers of Sajjad axis

Fig. 3: Sequencing under study axis (author)

Kh
ay
am
st
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Sequencing boundaries:
For evaluating criteria in under study boundary i.e. Sajjad Bluebeard, Khayam junction till Hamed Street
was divided into three sequences. Criteria for sequencing in this axis were land uses coordination and number of
floors and availability ways. In sequence “A” land use is dominantly residential- administrative. In sequence
“B” land use is often commercial- administrative and in sequence “C”, they are also residential and commercial.
Analysis of under study area:
Semantic criteria:
In this study reviewing semantic measures of the impact of tall buildings on urban landscape include submeasures of location sense, identity and mental image. Location sense means people mental perception of
environment and is more or less awareness feelings from our environment that make a person in communication
with environment so that perception and feeling of a person link with environment semantic context and will be
integrated. This sense is a factor that causes a space turn into a location with special behavioral and feeling
characteristics for special people [5]. So location feeling is a quality that exists in the environment and turns it
from only spatial situation into a location with identity. “WalerBour” believes that identity is the same as large
and small differences that lead to recognition of a place (environment legibility) and it creates interest feeling to
the environment. "Lynch" in the book of Good Shape for City, define identity in a very simple meaning to
location meaning; identity is a boundary that a person can identify a place from other places, so that it has an
exclusive and distinct character [20].
To assess the impact of tall buildings on the legibility of the urban landscape for each sub- measures of
identity, sense of place and mental image, some questions were designed in the questionnaire. And the results
obtained from that show high impact of tall buildings of Sajjad Avenue in the minds of people.
For example, in reply to this question that what people think when they hear the name of Sajjad Avenue,
more than half of people mentioned commercial complexes and about 12 percent mentioned tall buildings as the
most important and the first thing that they remind about this axis. This topic shows the impact of tall buildings
in people mental image.

Diagram 2: people mental image from Sajjad axis

Diagram 3: Using elements in Sajjad axis address
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R eviewing elements that people use when they refer to this axis also shows that more than half of people
refer to prominent and tall axis buildings including Bank Melli building that 30% of people refer to that and
Caspian Mode buildings (15%), Afra (10%) and also building of Pasargad Bank that all of them are located in
second sequence and it shows that concentration of activities and prominent buildings is in sequence B and
middle of axis more than other sequences.
Generally, Sajjad axis is one of the oldest and with identity streets of Mashhad city but for reviewing
sequences identity and tall-rise buildings, it can be said that in sequence A, commercial activities are low and
route dynamic is less than other sequences. In this sequence, due to lack of population absorbing uses, sense of
place is less. Only tall building of this sequence is Bank Ayandeh building that as it is build newly, high- rise
building located in this sequence has not still special identity and it attracts people attention in terms of
appearance form and number of floors. Sequence B has been livelier due to the concentration of population
absorbing uses in terms of land use and people existence. This sequence can be considered with strong sense of
place due to junction of Baharestan Street and Bozorgmehr Street that enjoy numerous commercial complexes
and high traffic of pedestrians and also based on people opinions in questionnaire. Among the most important
buildings i.e. building of Bank Melli is located in this sequence that as it was mentioned more people use it for
giving address and generally they call this building as the most important building that have in their mind from
Sajjad Boulevard. And about more than 20% of people believe that the reason of importance and being
memorable of Bank Melli building as a prominent element in Sajjad Boulevard is its antiquity.

Form color floors materials age

Fig. 4: Bank Melli in sequence B

Diagram 4: Reasons why Bank Melli building is prominent

In sequence C also the focus on commercial uses is less, in this sequence, there isn`t also a building with a
special identity.
Reviewing semantic measures of the effect of high- rise buildings on urban landscape legibility shows that
the existence of tall buildings in Sajjad axis had a considerable effect on people mental image, resident,
professional and passer-by of this axis. Also this point will be clear that antiquity and identity of a building have
a considerable effect on making sense of place and people mental image. As it was mentioned, Bank Melli
building that has a long history among tall buildings of Sajjad axis attract people attention and it is more
memorable than other buildings. But in the sequences A and C because of new high-rise buildings, these
buildings do not have a certain identity and they remain less in people mental image.
Visual standards:
Sky line:
In sequence A only tall- rise building that cause a fracture in sky line is Bank Ayande building that more
than 45% of people refer to height and number of floors of this building and they consider it as an index. There
are also often buildings with 1 to 2 floors in sequence C and the only high- rise building is the Fereshtegan
financial institution and an under construction building with a height of 5 to 6 floors that causes fractures in the
sky line in south wall, in north wall of sequence C, the sky line is smooth and synchronized. In sequence B, the
number of tall buildings in wall sky line is greater. So that there is Bank melli and Baharan buildings in north
wall and Caspian Mode, Afra, Pasargad Bank and Sina insurance buildings are in south wall that in following
drawing wall sky lines of all three sequences are observable.
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Fig. 6: sky line of sequence C

Fig. 5: sky line of sequence A

Fig 7: Sky line of sequence B.

Drawing 5: Architecture form and building color in sequence A
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In sequence A of under study axis i.e. from the beginning of Sajjad Boulevard until Baharestan
junction, there is only one high- rise building that is Bank Ayande Building that is located at the beginning of
the sequence. Special color and form used in the facade of the building along its height make this building
prominence in people point of view. So that more than 50% of people in questionnaire mentioned building color
and form as the most important features that recall from this building and half of people refer to super height of
this building as the most important feature.
Architectural form and materials color:
Different buildings` façade, as they overlook to the public spaces, create urban shots. Urban view as the
most important urban communication factor with viewer is telling language of a city that inspires city state to
the viewer. Urban views communication urban space with viewer and they have the most visual impacts on the
urban observer (Bahraini, 1998). Color is also a major component of the urban view. Tall buildings dramatically
offer the color because of their height. Those buildings whose façade colors are fresh and clean can be very
effective in refreshing, beautifulness, cleanness, attractiveness and relaxing outdoors and in contrary, wear and
dirt facades will bring dull, boring and tiredness messages in the space. Type of building performance and social
culture are among influencing factors in how to select color. Coordination of tall buildings color with their
neighbor context has a deterministic role in cascade desirability; meanwhile lightening these buildings at night
can also cause to increase buildings beautifulness and upgrading urban view and landscape [1]
For reviewing the effect of form and color of tall- rise building in creating mind image, in questionnaire
people were asked to determine the amount of prominence of these components for each tall- rise building of
this axis that results are as following review.

Scale

Drawing 6: Architecture form and building color in sequence B.
There are more tall buildings in sequence B of this axis. The most prominent building of this sequence
is Bank Melli building in people point of view that about 40% of respondents to the questionnaire called white
color of its façade rock and using golden color in its portal the most important feature of this building. Another
important building of this axis is Afra commercial complex building whose form and color of windows were
important from people point of view and about 37% of people called this option as a feature of this building.
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Also, buildings of Pasargad Bank and Saman insurance are other high- rise buildings with special architecture
and façade of this axis.

Scale

Drawing 7: Building architecture form and color in sequence C.
Fereshtegan financial institution is also a high- rise building in sequence C of Sajjadaxis which this building
is also index in terms of color and form and more than 70% of people choose color and form of this building as
the most important feature. Other high- rise building of this axis is an under construction building that because
of its novelty, people recalled it less but some of people refer to black color used in its façade.
Reviewing factor of architecture form and materials color in Sajjad axis, it can be concluded that in all three
sequences of this axis, color and form of high-rise buildings are among the most important of influencing cases
for creating mental image from that building for people and it can be said that using index color and form in tall
buildings has a coordination with context in a wall and meanwhile it can be effective in upgrading axis
legibility.
Human scale:
The feeling of being trapped in the atmosphere is primarily based on the relationship of observer eye
distance from confining space of body height [22]. Therefore if suitable ratio is observed between body height
of neighbor building and space width, then space create a simple space, understandable and humanized and
enjoying from scale make a desirability for human that associate asuitable confined feeling of space . [1]
Generally confining Sajjad axis with existence of high- rise building in margin is desirable because of avenue
suitable width (45 m). But observing human scale can be reviewed in width of sidewalk that how much does
building height coordinate with special space of passer-by and tall building does not dominate on people
movement in the space.
Only high- rise building in sequence A is Bank Ayande building that human scale is not observed in its
design because of sidewalk low width and it makes a relatively confining space. In sequence B, Caspian Mode
building by creating widening in front of counter tries to make a space with human scale and due to sidewalk
suitable width in front of this building, confining is suitable. Also, Bank Melli building by creating a widening
in right side of the building and by designing urban furniture and green space in this space and also according to
sidewalk suitable width in front of its entrance (4m), human scale is maintained in the space. In other tall
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buildings of these two sequences and sequence C the width of sidewalk is almost 3 m and there is a relatively
high confining. In drawing below, situation of tall buildings of Sajjad Avenue and the way of human scale
observance is observable.

Scale

Drawing 7: How to respect human scale in front of tall buildings in each sequence.
Functional measures:
Use and activity:
One of the most important factors effective on buildings legibility is their use and function, due to results
obtained from questionnaire, it can be said that when most people want to call a building as an index building,
they state the name of use and its dominant activity. As an example, Bank Melli or Afra commercial complex;
and they did not point to building without public use like some residential buildings. So it can be said that the
more function and activity of a building is used by public, the more it will be remembered.
Behavioral patterns:
Tall buildings of Sajjad axis are effective on pedestrians’ behavioral patterns in two directions. At first,
private uses allocated to these tall buildings cause people attraction in different times, for example, time of
activity of financial institutions and bank buildings that are located in this axis is between morning till noon and
they are off at night without any traffic and only by lightening they can make wall clear that of course, no good
lightening was conducted for these buildings at night, but other high- rise buildings like commercial buildings
will continue their activities until mid night and this make Sajjad axis dynamic. Second factor of pause spaces
and designed widening in front of entrance of some tall buildings like Bank Melli building and Caspian Mode
commercial complex lead to change in passers behavior while walking and they will be encouraged to pause and
rest in this space. So that when they were asked to reply to this question of questionnaire that if you want to
pause and rest in this axis, which place would you choose, more than 50% chose open- space in front of Bank
Melli and the reason for this selection was bench and plant covering in this space and lack of this kind of
furniture in other parts of Sajjad axis.
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Fig. 6: behavioral patterns of pause space in front of Bank Melli in day and night.

Fig. 8: Behavioral patterns in front of Bank Melli in day and night.

Fig. 9: Dynamic and variety of behaviors in front of commercial complexes in sequence B.
Placement location:
Placement location of tall buildings as a landmark is a very important factor in urban environment
legibility. According to Lynch tall buildings should be located in a place that damage to current urban landscape
in ancient and protected environments but it is better to locate in a place that show entrance point or the end of
view. In Sajjad axis, in the beginning of sequence A, building of Bank Ayande with a height of 10 floors and
special form of Khayyam axis side and other routs lead to Sajjad junction is observable and in a reply to this
question of questionnaire that whether a building of this axis cause orientation for you, more than 49% of people
referred to Bank Ayandeh, 32% to Bank Melli and about 16% to building of Caspian Mode as a building that
because of height was a tool for orientation from distance.

Diagram: Buildings that lead to orientation in this axis.
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Fig. 8: View to index element (Ayande Bank)
Discussion and conclusion:
According to discussion in this study, it can be concluded that a good urban landscape is highly depended
on human recognition from environment. This measure is legibility that means we could examine human
perception amount from surrounding. We reviewed what factors really could make environment legibility
whether in behavior pattern text or in framework text in order to recognize main elements that can make
environment understandable or in another work introduce us a Legible city, then we knew that tall building as an
urban landmark can be effective in terms of three aspects of functional, semantic and framework in urban
landscape legibility.
Results of reviews conducted through questionnaire and objective observations about Sajjad axis of
Mashhad that was done in terms of three sequences showed that in sequence A of this axis, functional and visual
measures about high- rise building of this sequence that is Bank Ayande building because of index form and
high number of floors and also proximity to main wall of Khayyam Boulevard, are the most important factors in
legibility of this sequence.
In sequence B of this avenue, the most important factors in axis legibility is semantic measures because of
numerous tall buildings and their age, as in this sequence identity of tall buildings like Bank Melli was taken
into account by people and visual and functional factors after semantic factors were very important.
In sequence C of this axis, there are a few tall buildings but visual factors that are number of floors and
color of tall building of this axis that is Fereshtegan financial institution are measured as the most important
factors.
Generally from reviewing three sequences studied in Sajjad axis, it can be concluded that each three
measures of semantic, visual and functional of tall buildings are very much effective on urban landscape
especially from legibility aspect and individual perception of his/her surrounding.
Finally considering all mentioned matters in theoretical literature and analyses conducted, it can be said that
avenues as an important and index element in social and urban landscape, and because of exclusive and special
role in organizing city environment qualities, it needs attentions and special requirements in designing and urban
planning. Legibility criterion has also a special location in the avenue. Among factors that can have a significant
effect on legibility, clarity and also identity of avenue is wall and body of buildings that are considered vertical
elements of avenue framework. Walls and facades always are seen by people and society that are in the avenue.
These walls should be consistent and proportional and respect to architectural style, height and other structural
factors like legibility and clarity and define route of an avenue desirable. Presence of buildings with height
distinction as a landmark is one of approaches for creating legibility in urban landscape. As it was mentioned
before, tall buildings are effective in terms of three aspects of functional, framework and semantic on urban
environment legibility.
General guidelines for increasing legibility of urban landscape by high- rise buildings are suggested as
follows:
Table 4: Guidelines for increasing route legibility by tall buildings.
Semantic
If tall buildings are designed around node, they will be effective in strengthening observer sense of place.
Native and continental architecture principles should be used in designing urban landmarks
Tall building as an urban landmark should have historical and cultural identity.
Visual
Due to role of tall buildings in city in terms of visual, the more buildings` façade are considered in order to
have more beautifulness and attractiveness for observer, the more building visual effect.
The more shape of tall buildings have better and more beautiful proportions, the more building façade upgrade
and urban landscape desirable.
Tall building as a symbol of lightning during day and night should be recognizable.
Having a homogeneous form from current buildings form in the city
While its façade have a special context and is distinct from other buildings and its façade color should be
different from all colors used for other buildings.
The more tall buildings to be visible from distant horizon and method of placement and method of construction
is more desirable, the more have a capability of being landmark.
As there is no appropriate link between tall buildings and human body, for humanization of building form, we
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Functional

can protect creating dense contexts in these buildings and also by creating an open space around them and make a
distance for them from urban edges, we can make a view deep toward building for observer.
Placement of landmarks in line or at place of urban main axes junctions leads to increase their importance for
citizenship and therefore they can be used for landmarks orientation toward main axes as a factor with high
effectiveness.
It is necessary to pay attention to create urban spaces around tall buildings. This will be created with making
confinement with human scale and considering designs and elements proportion with aesthetic composition and
presence of different functions in this space.
It should be associate new and innovative performance (in terms of traditional, indigenous and modern, etc.) in
the minds of people.
Having a specific use and distinct from adjacent units and even placed in the whole city
Attracting different age and gender groups
It should have maximum activity throughout the day and night
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